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Hijab has direct link to morality of individuals
in society.

Food for thought
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Since the last one year of the Islamic Emirate return to power,
some certain government officials have been said to have com-
mitted violence against ordinary people.

As we have now a secure country and law implemented na-
tionwide, no one has the right to irresponsibly treat with the citi-
zens.

Treating people with respect is an order of the holy Islamic
Sharia and the officials and personnel of an Islamic system should
do their best to behave well with the people.

As recently, the Supreme Leader of the Islamic Emirate, is-
sued an order, under which, the whole personnel and officials of
the government had to avoid violence against the ordinary peo-
ple, even if they see some trespasses from them.

Along the way, across the checkpoints, inside recreational parks
or any other areas including government agencies, the on-duty
officials of the Islamic Emirate have been ordered to do well
with the people and in case of any illegal action, trespass or
breaching the law, the offenders should be taken to justice, in-
stead of reckless punishment by irresponsible officials.

Following the instruction of the IEA Supreme Leader, the coun-
try’s acting Prime Minister, Mullah Mohammad Hassan Akhund
urged government officials to treat the people with respect and
take any anti-law activities to justice and judicial organs.

“Any government employee who is not offering mercy to the
people will not receive mercy from the government,” the Prime
Minister warned, while speaking in a gathering attended by 2,500
religious scholars and government officials held at the presiden-
tial palace.

Arrogance should be abandoned, as the Prime Minister urged,
and the idea that they are the personnel of intelligence and have
the authority to arrest anyone they want, should be negated.

Implementation of the order of the Islamic Emirate leadership
is very necessary and the entire officials have to observe it.

As the IEA Prime Minister frankly said, no one will be al-
lowed to recklessly arrest, torture or punish an ordinary people,
even if he/she commits an illegal action.

On the other, this is the responsibility of the officials of the
Ministry Order to Virtue and Prohibition from Vice to implement
the Islamic sharia teachings on the people with a good behavior
instructed by the holy verses of Quran and hadith of the holy
prophet.

None of the government officials, belonging to the ministry,
has been reported to have treated ill with peopel nationwide.

Let’s have a country  full of Islamic sharia teachings and mer-
ciful Islamic Emirate personnel.

“Have mercy to people to receive
mercy from government”

Officials for Ministry of Ed-
ucation (MoE) of the Islamic
Emirate of Afghanistan say mech-
anism and plans for reopening
girls’ schools in the country have
not been finalized so far.

A spokesperson of the minis-
try of education says nobody
within the Islamic Emirate (IEA)
is against the education of girls.

“There’s nobody in high or
low level of the Islamic Emirate
(IEA) to be against the education
of girls in the country, but there
are still a range of issues in mech-
anism, plan, method, policy, tim-
ing and procedure on which the
leadership of the IEA have not
reached agreement,” said Aziz
Ahmad Rayan, a spokesperson of
the MoE.

He informed of some progress

Mechanism, plans for reopening
girls’ schools not yet finalized

in mechanism and plan for reopen-
ing of the schools, but saying that
they have not been finalized yet.

“The Ministry of Education
has done much work in this sec-
tor, but some processes are not
completed for a year, rather, it
takes years and the issue of
schools is not a matter of one day
and one night as Afghanistan is a
traditional country where there are
many issues and this is not the
place to discuss them in detail,”
the MoE spokesperson stressed.

According the ministry of ed-
ucation, there are currently 17,780
schools in Afghanistan, of which
15,083 are public and 2,697 are
private. The total number of
school students across the coun-
try has reached to 10 million, of
which 6 million are boys and 4

million are girls.
The ministry also informed

that the number of teachers in
Afghanistan’s schools is 242,000,
of which 92,000 are women. Be-
sides, the ministry has so far reg-
istered 20,000 religious scholars.

On the other hand, the Unit-
ed Nations International Children’s
Emergency Fund (UNICEF) in its
recent report has informed that 3
million girls have been deprived
of going to schools across the coun-
try, saying that this has caused
that Afghanistan’s economy has
seen $500 million loss.

According to UNICEF, Af-
ghanistan economy will see bil-
lion in dollars loss if the schools
remain closed in coming years. For
the past one year, officials of the
ministry of education have been

working to reopen girls’ schools
across the country.

The Islamic Emirate (IEA)
leadership has repeatedly spoken
about the reopening of the schools
but the specific time of reopening
of girls’ schools is still uncertain.

Education experts believe that
the education of girls is necessary
as it’s the right of girls to seek
education and is on the other hand
compulsory in Islam.

The Holy Quran has further
stressed on the importance of
seeking knowledge. The leader-
ship of the IEA has also stressed
that they will reopen all girls’
schools across the country after
they finalize plans and mecha-
nisms for reopening of the
schools.
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